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Résumé de l'article
Les technologies numériques ont de plus en plus d'influence et de répercussions sur le règlement des conflits, surtout dans le nouveau domaine du règlement des conflits en ligne (RCL). Le RCL peut accroître l'accès à la justice en invitant les parties à adopter des démarches totalement nouvelles. Étant donné qu'il s'agit d'un sujet relativement nouveau, il est peu probable que le RCL soit enseigné dans les écoles de droit traditionnelles. Indépendamment de la question de savoir s'il deviendra éventuellement un élément essentiel de l'environnement de l'exercice du droit ou du règlement des conflits, ce nouveau processus nous montre que les avocats de demain se doivent de bien connaître les technologies. En tant qu'éducateurs, comment pouvons-nous sensibiliser de façon significative les étudiants et étudiantes en droit à ces nouvelles forces de changement? Comment pouvons-nous les aider à comprendre les avantages et les inconvénients que la technologie peut comporter en ce qui a trait à l'accès à la justice? Dans cet article, les auteures décrivent un projet pilote unique de simulation de RCL auquel participent trois universités situées dans trois villes, deux continents et trois fuseaux horaires différents. Le projet visait principalement à faire connaître aux étudiants en droit le mécanisme du RCL du point de vue d'une partie ou d'un client; à montrer aux clients des cliniques de médiation le fonctionnement d'un éventail de processus de règlement de conflits axés sur la technologie; à démontrer la mesure dans laquelle la technologie peut appuyer la collaboration malgré la distance et à promouvoir l'apprentissage expériential en permettant aux étudiants d'observer une expérience « directe » en matière de RCL. Dans cet article, la simulation est décrite du point de vue du pédagogue.
Increasingly, digital technologies are influencing and impacting dispute resolution, particularly in the emerging field of online dispute resolution (ODR). ODR holds the potential to increase access to justice by engaging disputants in dramatically new ways. As a relatively new subject, ODR is unlikely to form part of the traditional curriculum at law schools. Aside from the question of whether it will become a mainstream part of tomorrow’s legal or dispute resolution landscape, ODR does show us that a familiarity with technology is becoming more important for tomorrow’s lawyers. As educators, how can we expose law students to these new forces of change in a meaningful way? How can we help students understand the benefits and drawbacks technology holds for the challenge of access to justice? This article describes a unique pilot project of an ODR simulation involving three universities in three cities, two continents, and three time zones. The main objectives of the project were to expose law students to ODR from the perspective of a disputant or client; expose clinical mediation students to a range of technology-based dispute resolution processes; demonstrate the potential for technology to support collaboration across vast distances; and promote experiential education by giving students “hands-on” ODR experience. This article will describe the simulation from an educator’s perspective.

Les technologies numériques ont de plus en plus d’influence et de répercussions sur le règlement des différends, surtout dans le nouveau domaine du règlement des conflits en ligne (RCL). Le RCL peut accroître l’accès à la justice en invitant les parties à adopter des démarches totalement nouvelles. Étant donné qu’il s’agit d’un sujet relativement nouveau, il est peu probable que le RCL soit enseigné dans les écoles de droit traditionnelles. Indépendamment de la question de savoir s’il deviendra éventuellement un élément essentiel de l’environnement de l’exercice du droit ou du règlement des conflits, ce nouveau processus nous montre que les avocats de demain se doivent de bien connaître les technologies. En tant qu’éducateurs, comment pouvons-nous sensibiliser de façon significative les étudiants et étudiantes en droit à ces nouvelles forces de changement? Comment pouvons-nous les aider à comprendre les avantages et les inconvénients que la technologie peut comporter en ce qui a trait à l’accès à la justice? Dans cet article, les auteures décrivent un projet pilote unique de simulation de RCL auquel participent trois
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universités situées dans trois villes, deux continents et trois fuseaux horaires différents. Le projet visait principalement à faire connaître aux étudiants en droit le mécanisme du RCL du point de vue d’une partie ou d’un client; à montrer aux clients des cliniques de médiation le fonctionnement d’un éventail de processus de règlement de conflits axés sur la technologie; à démontrer la mesure dans laquelle la technologie peut appuyer la collaboration malgré la distance et à promouvoir l’apprentissage expérientiel en permettant aux étudiants d’observer une expérience « directe » en matière de RCL. Dans cet article, la simulation est décrite du point de vue du pédagogue.

I. INTRODUCTION

As with much of our world, digital technologies are becoming ubiquitous in law school. Computers are a mainstay in the classroom, in clinics, and in administrative departments. By now, it is beyond debate that students’ legal careers will rely on a fluid understanding of technology to achieve success. Lawyers are now being urged to “retool” for technology even just to avoid falling behind in our time of rapid change. Technology is also a significant element in many current initiatives aimed at improving access to justice in the legal systems where tomorrow’s lawyers will serve.

Computers are not always welcomed in legal education settings; recent scholarship includes calls for restrictions and outright banishment in the classroom. Yet, to prepare future lawyers and dispute resolution professionals for a world characterized by technological ubiquity, does it make sense to forego dedicated attempts to provide skills, training, or at least some analysis of computers in the legal curriculum? Law schools are well positioned to expose students to the potential of the Internet and computers in law and dispute resolution. A foundational understanding in these areas could help students stay relevant in our rapidly accelerating technological landscape once they enter practice.

6 Of course, many law schools have been offering some training for students on online legal research databases. But the authors wanted to encourage students and educators to explore functions of the Internet beyond its uses as a form of library for storing, searching, and retrieving information, particularly in the case of new practices like ODR.
Technologically competent graduates may also have a deeper appreciation of the ways technology can impact access to justice.

This article explores the principles and practical aspects of a pilot project that utilized one stream of technology-based practices in law and dispute resolution, namely online dispute resolution [ODR]. ODR refers to a wide range of processes that use information communication technologies to facilitate dispute resolution. It can encompass a variety of methods and media, with a common feature being that parties are not required to share the same physical space to arrive at resolution. Consistent with the “online” aspect of ODR, most of its processes are facilitated through the Internet. Some forms of ODR rely on human intervention, while others are automated. ODR can range from the simple day-to-day negotiations via e-mail to complex multi-party video mediations.

Law students rarely receive exposure to ODR, despite its growing use and importance in law and dispute resolution. Law schools tend to emphasize simulations of courtrooms and trials, paying less attention to emerging technologies that stand to disrupt or even displace traditional law and justice practices. The 2015 Law Student ODR Project sought to address this gap between the student experience and future practice, particularly with respect to broad questions around the application of technology to dispute resolution, law, and justice. The ODR simulation was an early foray into this new realm of legal pedagogy using technology as a platform for learning and peer-to-peer collaboration across multiple jurisdictions. Exposure to ODR through direct participation encouraged students to form their own impressions about a relatively new, developing area of practice. It also put them in a position to reflect more broadly on the benefits and drawbacks of applying Internet technologies to law and dispute resolution as well as on their relationship to access to justice.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Part II, the subject of ODR will be examined briefly, including an outline of its development, an introduction to some types of the practice, and some consideration of its commonly cited benefits and drawbacks. Part III will offer a description of the student simulation pilot. A selection of brief observations and insights will also be included to identify preliminary results of this pilot project. Part IV will include some recommendations for future directions and research and a general conclusion.

II. AN INTRODUCTION TO ODR

In this section, a brief description of ODR, including its development, its nature, and its benefits and drawbacks is provided for readers who lack familiarity with this new form of technology-based dispute resolution. While the subject of ODR is analyzed and explained in a growing body of literature, this brief discussion is offered primarily to provide context for the student simulation.

A. A Brief History of ODR

Beginning in the late 1990s, ODR began to emerge as a new technique for resolving disputes that arose online. The rise of the electronic marketplace, filled with online shoppers from around the globe, engaging in high volumes of low value transactions, required mechanisms to manage disputes that could not be accommodated by traditional, offline fora like courts or other face-to-face resolution processes. The Internet offered a new virtual place where dispute resolution could occur through the development of ODR. From its origins as a relatively experimental concept for dispute resolution in the new e-commerce environment, ODR quickly developed into a more mainstream mechanism for different kinds of disputes.

The well-known online marketplace eBay was a pioneer in ODR, using it to address disputes for unhappy consumers. The eBay ODR program began as a pilot project in partnership with the University of Massachusetts Amherst Center for Information Technology, facilitating the resolution of 200 disputes a week in 1999. By 2010, the eBay system was reported to be handling 60 million disputes annually. Obviously, traditional dispute resolvers would be unable to cope with this new breed of consumer disputes, just on the basis of volume. Given that Internet-based purchases often cross borders (and legal systems), it becomes almost imperative that the dispute resolution process also do the same. From a design perspective, ODR could address this need in the online commercial marketplace.

International bodies and organizations are working to incorporate ODR platforms into their justice systems. For example, the European Union [EU] issued a directive and an accompanying regulation to launch a consumer online dispute resolution program to manage disputes across the single market arising from online transactions. The initiative included the creation of an ODR platform to provide consumers and sellers with improved access to non-court forms of dispute resolution. The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law [UNCITRAL] also attempted to create a set of model ODR rules for resolving cross-border consumer transactions. In common with the EU initiative, a principle objective for the UNCITRAL effort was to provide consumers with a new form of redress for cross-border consumer disputes, particularly since the speed of online transactions, combined with the costs and complexity of court for lower-value transactions, often put traditional sources of dispute resolution out of
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reach.\textsuperscript{22} In this regard, access to justice was a strong undercurrent in the initiative. While the UNCITRAL effort did not result in a complete set of model rules, it did produce a document attempting to explain the elements and principles of a cross-border ODR system.\textsuperscript{23} These internationally focused initiatives demonstrate an attempt to leverage ODR as a means to increase access to justice for consumers.

ODR is also gaining a foothold in domestic justice systems, both for online and offline disputes. For example, an administrative tribunal in the province of British Columbia, Canada, adopted ODR technology to manage property assessment appeals online, beginning in 2011.\textsuperscript{24} Since then, several jurisdictions in the United States have implemented similar systems.\textsuperscript{25} In 2012, British Columbia became the first Canadian jurisdiction to codify ODR into its body of laws, with the passage of the \textit{Civil Resolution Tribunal Act}.\textsuperscript{26} The tribunal created by this legislation began operations for condominium disputes in July 2016,\textsuperscript{27} with small claims disputes added to its jurisdiction in 2017.\textsuperscript{28} From a design perspective, British Columbia’s online tribunal stands to prove the efficacy of ODR as a means to resolve disputes that arise outside e-commerce and, presumably, outside of the Internet altogether. It could also prove the potential of ODR to increase access to justice.\textsuperscript{29}

Outside British Columbia, other Canadian provinces have also begun to consider ODR. For example, Ontario has considered it for handling minor provincial offences.\textsuperscript{30} As revealed by Brendan Crawley, spokesperson for the Ministry of the Attorney General in Ontario,

[the ministry] is in the early stages of considering [ODR] for a number of ministry programs. It has potential application for resolving not only court disputes but also some kinds of disputes in administrative tribunals, as well as for taking some of those disputes out of the public system entirely.\textsuperscript{31}
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In England and Wales, the judiciary is leading a review that includes a proposal to include an entirely new division of online courts.\textsuperscript{32} In terms of the legitimacy and use of ODR, it is significant that the birthplace of the common legal system is making a strong commitment to create a new branch of courts using the Internet. It is also illuminating to consider the link between ODR and access to justice. As Lord Dyson, Master of the Rolls, observes:

There is no doubt that online dispute resolution (ODR) is an area with enormous potential for meeting the needs of the system and its users in the 21\textsuperscript{st} Century. Its aim is to broaden access to justice and resolve disputes more easily, quickly and cheaply. The challenge lies in delivering a system that fulfils that objective.\textsuperscript{33}

Some ODR initiatives operate alongside the public justice system in a complementary way. For example, online divorce platforms based on a combination of the Dutch Rechtwijzer platform and the Modria dispute resolution platform are now in use in the Netherlands and British Columbia.\textsuperscript{34} The United Kingdom’sResolver ODR platform provides a relatively straightforward process for consumers to raise complaints and then to potentially resolve them online with a retailer.\textsuperscript{35} In British Columbia, the Consumer Protection BC ODR process also caters to disputes between consumers and retailers.\textsuperscript{36} Technology will likely continue to play a significant role in efforts to increase access to justice. As stated by the Action Committee on Access to Justice in Civil and Family Matters, “[t]he key justice system stakeholders in each Province and Territory should collaborate to explore and realize the access to justice benefits of web-based legal services and on-line dispute resolution models.”\textsuperscript{37}

Practices like ODR do more than merely automate existing processes in an attempt to increase access; they often seek to change them fundamentally. The Courts of England and Wales’ Civil Justice Council Working Group on ODR emphasized the transformative potential for ODR not just to streamline conventional dispute resolution in the courts but also to embrace a broader access-to-justice philosophy that includes an entirely new justice architecture.\textsuperscript{38} ODR is therefore a potentially strong example of a field that stands to increase access to justice and change the business of law and justice in the process. As evidenced by this brief account of its development, ODR is becoming part of the legal and justice context in many jurisdictions. With multiple examples of ODR directly within British Columbia’s justice system, Canada is uniquely positioned to emerge as a leader in this field. With access to local ODR expertise,
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Canadian law schools are well positioned to introduce ODR into the legal curriculum, even if only through experimental pilot projects like the one described in this article. If we are to prepare law students for the world they are likely to encounter in practice, ODR should be considered as an additional unit of study and practice in the law school curriculum. At minimum, the study of ODR exposes students to the application of technology to legal practice and dispute resolution, with an emphasis on increasing access to justice.

B. Examples of ODR Processes

An expansive range of processes can be considered under the heading of ODR. Defined broadly, it involves the application of information communication technologies – typically the Internet and e-mail – to dispute resolution processes. In this way, the Internet becomes a substitute for courtrooms, negotiation tables, and mediation rooms. ODR can thus provide a new platform to complement or supplant other tools and places for dispute resolution. Some of its advantages relate to the fact that the Internet is itself a fast, affordable, and effective tool for creating, sharing, searching, and retaining information. These functions could be considered the core activities in most dispute resolution processes.

In practice, ODR can be as simple as negotiation via text-based, Internet communications such as e-mail. ODR’s communication media can also include instant messaging, online chats, threaded discussions, recorded video and audio streams, and video conferencing. ODR systems often rely on web-based platforms that facilitate communications and the exchange of other information between parties. Interactions between parties may be facilitated by a neutral human third party or by software alone. This section will provide examples of some different forms of ODR in order to place the different aspects of the student simulation in context with ODR more generally. While a complete survey of ODR types is not included here, this section seeks to provide the reader with a broad overview for contextual purposes.

1. Automated Negotiation

Some ODR platforms focus primarily on the exchange of numerically based demands and offers between parties. Often called blind-bid negotiation, these processes allow each party to submit an offer without knowing what the opponent party is demanding or offering. The person in the role of a claimant can initiate the process and make a demand for a specific dollar amount in the ODR platform representing the terms upon which that claimant is prepared to settle. The opponent party can then make an offer in an amount to settle. The ODR platform can compare demands and offers to search for the overlap between the figures that would suggest a settlement. Depending on the platform, the software may split the difference between any overlap or adjust it in favour of one party or another and determine the final settlement amount. The parties would then be notified of the settlement, with the determined amount representing the terms of agreement resolving the dispute. If there is no overlap between the demand and
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offer, the blind-bid platform can be configured to allow subsequent rounds of new offers and counter-offers,\textsuperscript{45} with the expectation that the parties will gradually move closer to one another in dollar amount.\textsuperscript{46}

The blind-bid process does not require a human neutral third party; the computer software functions instead in this role.\textsuperscript{47} The ODR platform will drive the process by doing things like inviting parties to make offers and demands or alerting them to the emergence of a settlement. Of course, the ODR platform’s role is quite limited in a simple blind-bid system, making it suitable for some disputes, such as e-commerce, and less appropriate for complicated interest-based disputes or interpersonal conflicts. Rather than a weakness, the creation of a simple process for simple types of disputes may be its strength, at least with respect to efficiency. As stated by Orna Rabinovitch-Einy, “direct negotiation technology is a much more efficient means for resolving simple disputes than relying on a human mediator.”\textsuperscript{48}

This type of ODR is designed to be economical, from both a cost and time perspective. It not only encourages, but also forces, the parties to focus strictly on a dollar amount to settle the dispute. It can facilitate the negotiation across any distance and without the parties having to even speak with each other. However, some parties may find it quite difficult to focus only on the dollar amount. Even if they are not exploring the possibility of an apology or explanation for some perceived wrong or harm, they might at least want to know the basis of how the other side calculated their demand or offer. In fact, agreeing that the dispute resolution process will focus only on the determination of a settlement amount is a prerequisite to the process.\textsuperscript{49}

2. Asynchronous Text-Based Negotiation

Some ODR processes feature asynchronous text-based negotiation. In this approach, the ODR platform will support the exchange of text-based information and communications via the Internet.\textsuperscript{50} This exchange is asynchronous because the communications will not happen simultaneously as they would in a real-time conversation. Rather, it happens at different times, often within a specific period.\textsuperscript{51} For example, one disputant may make a demand of the other party via text-based messages through an ODR platform. Several minutes, hours, or even days later, another party may receive and review the demand and then provide a counter-offer or new demand. The party who made the first demand could then retrieve this response from the platform and continue the process by making a subsequent demand or counter-proposal. Over time, this exchange of communications forms the basis of an asynchronous negotiation.\textsuperscript{52}

While an asynchronous text-based negotiation may seem deficient to negotiators in comparison with face-to-face meetings and oral exchanges, it is less controversial when we consider that e-mail has already become one of our most common and heavily utilized modes of communication. Especially with the advent of smart phones, e-mails can be sent and received from anywhere at any time. When people attempt to resolve disputes through these e-mails, they are effectively participating in ad hoc ODR processes. These negotiations happen throughout the world on a regular basis and often include legal subject matter,  
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Whether it is between lawyers on behalf of clients, between an insured person and his or her insurer, or between a buyer and seller over a consumer contract issue. In this respect, asynchronous text-based ODR is arguably a common dispute resolution practice already.

Rather than rely exclusively on e-mail, many asynchronous text-based ODR processes use web-based discussion-style boards that record and display dispute-related information and communications in a secure platform. When one party submits something to the ODR platform, it may send a notification to the opponent parties, alerting them to log into the system so they can review it and respond. In law school, our tendency might be to prepare students to exchange formally written court pleadings or demand letters, neither of which are remotely associated with ordinary communication forms in the present day. By using digital forms of interactions, the simulation brought the potential to demonstrate new ways to communicate in the legal sphere using methods that were already in heavy use among law students and their future clients.

3. Online Facilitation and Mediation

The text-based negotiation ODR approach can also accommodate third party neutrals, including mediators and decision makers. These neutrals can interject themselves into the resolution process by sending their own communications, either to all parties at once or to individual parties in an online “caucus” approach, if the ODR platform allows for it. Facilitated ODR processes can also include real-time audio and video interactions using video-conferencing technologies. While this approach differs in in-person mediation processes, it can import certain aspects of face-to-face interactions for disputants and neutrals without the need to be physically present in the same room.

C. Benefits and Drawbacks of ODR

ODR is a subject that can polarize lawyers, academics, and dispute resolution practitioners. Some see it as a promising response to many of today’s pressures in the areas of justice and dispute resolution, while others approach the subject with considerably less enthusiasm. A sampling of commonly cited benefits and drawbacks is included here to highlight the observations students in the ODR simulation might make through an experiential learning exercise.

A commonly cited benefit of ODR is its potential to make physical space and distance less significant or important. Disputants can participate in ODR and resolve their disputes from any location through a device with Internet connectivity. Drawing on the speed and accessibility of Internet-based communications, ODR can support dispute resolution across vast distances, allowing a person to resolve a dispute with someone in another country without having to leave home. Even where disputants are not separated by great distance, ODR can eliminate the time, cost, and inconvenience associated with
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scheduled court appearances or other in-person processes. A disputant with a regular job will not have to take time off work and travel to a dispute resolution process. As a remote form of interaction, ODR can also capitalize on the physical separation of the parties in other ways. For example, parties involved in a high-conflict dispute can engage in a resolution process without the added tension and stress of being physically present in the same room.\(^{62}\)

Asynchronous ODR processes can also reduce or eliminate temporal challenges. If the disputing parties can interact asynchronously, it increases convenience in terms of scheduling and party availability.\(^{63}\) Disputants can participate when they are ready and at a pace that suits them.\(^{64}\) In contrast with real-time, face-to-face interactions, they will have time to think about their communications, draft and redraft them to express a particular point or tone, and deliver them when they are ready. Parties could even take time to consult with a lawyer or another person for guidance before making each interaction. The elimination of physical, geographical, and temporal restrictions contributes to an overall reduction in the expense associated with dispute resolution. Reliance on the Internet as a platform makes ODR an economical method for resolving disputes.\(^{65}\) In an age where the cost of civil dispute resolution is making it too expensive for many people to resolve their disputes,\(^{66}\) cost reductions can significantly increase access to justice. Parties using ODR will not have to travel by plane to a distant city nor by bus, train, car, or taxi to their local courthouse.

ODR processes like automated negotiation can significantly reduce human involvement for the person or organization administering the process, resulting in further efficiencies. As Ethan Katsh and Colin Rule note, ODR has “made it possible for extraordinarily large numbers of disputes to be handled at very low cost, removing the problem of capacity and price associated with a human third party decision-maker or facilitator.”\(^{67}\) While the automation of the third-party role may not be suitable in every case, its scalability can result in significant benefits for appropriate dispute types.\(^{68}\)

Despite these proclaimed benefits of ODR, it is the subject of criticism on several fronts, the most significant of which may relate to its core dependence on digital technologies. Accessing technologies that connect to the Internet can be a challenge for some disputants, particularly in the case of marginalized groups and people unaccustomed to using technology.\(^{69}\) The scale of this so-called digital divide is relatively small and appears to be shrinking. A recent Statistics Canada report revealed that “83 per cent of Canadian households had access to the Internet at home,” an increase from 79 percent in 2010.\(^{70}\) Indeed, a Canadian Internet Registration Authority report indicated that by 2014, 87 percent of Canadian households had access to the Internet at home.
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households were connected to the Internet.\textsuperscript{71} One province reported daily Internet usage rates as high as 92 percent of the citizens surveyed.\textsuperscript{72} However, even if the scale is small, the impact or significance for those affected is significant. Of those that reported no Internet access in their homes in the Statistics Canada report, 61 percent indicated that they had no need for Internet technology, with 20 percent reporting cost as the reason.\textsuperscript{73} Some users may simply have a strong aversion to the Internet and associated technologies, while others lack the resources to use it regardless of personal preference. In any event, the digital divide continues to be a challenge for ODR, even if the number of affected people is relatively small.

Another practical criticism of ODR relates to modes of communication. The forms of human interaction we typically associate with dispute resolution may be absent or altered significantly. At its core, this argument asserts that interactions through digital modes of communication are inferior to face-to-face communications.\textsuperscript{74} Others point out that the altered forms of communication in ODR processes can have a negative impact on the element of trust in dispute resolution.\textsuperscript{75} ODR processes can significantly reduce or eliminate non-verbal communication that some dispute resolution practitioners consider to be important.\textsuperscript{76} Non-verbal cues may be present in ODR processes using video conferencing, but the depersonalizing effect of technology as a conduit can nevertheless diminish or alter the significance of unspoken communication.\textsuperscript{77} In text-based communication processes, there is neither verbal communication nor the same types of cues present in a face-to-face engagement. Research on text-based asynchronous communication in dispute resolution does suggest some apparent weaknesses in text-based asynchronous communication with respect to the process.\textsuperscript{78}

Dispute resolution practitioners who have learned their craft through a body of knowledge focused primarily on face-to-face communication methods should almost be expected to find unspoken interactions or verbal cues important to their success.\textsuperscript{79} However, one online mediation simulation suggested that dispute resolution practitioners’ concerns over the absence of face-to-face communication were not actually shared by the disputants.\textsuperscript{80} Within the larger field of dispute resolution, ODR’s limitations could be attributed to a lack of understanding and expertise. It might also be the subject of cultural opposition from dispute resolution professionals with years of training and experience in more traditional offline practices. The apparent differences between ODR and offline forms of dispute resolution tend to be exaggerated by a dichotomous approach to the subject of technology and the way it may be incorporated into the process. Many arguments imply that an ODR process can utilize only one form of digital communication, rather than multiple forms. While the creation of this dichotomy is
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potentially helpful in the abstract as an argumentative technique, it does not reflect reality with respect to the way we communicate. People are mixing technology and non-technology-based interactions in many aspects of our lives, and dispute resolution is no exception. From a dispute resolution system design perspective, alternative dispute resolution may be adapting itself to ODR, while ODR may be moving through the stages of becoming an accepted, trusted tool for practitioners.

From a pedagogical perspective, the simulation provided an opportunity for students to form their own opinions about ODR’s benefits and drawbacks. Students had a chance to frame their opinions based on real-world experiences rather than on having to rely on a synthesis of opinions advanced by authors and other commentators, many of whom may never have tried ODR themselves. We sought to provide hands-on experience with ODR and to encourage students to draw their own conclusions and engage directly with broader questions about its suitability in the field of dispute resolution and its potential impact on access to justice. Empowered with this level of knowledge and experience, these students may go on to shape the future of ODR, whether they are for it or against it.

To a lesser extent, the ODR simulation pilot project created opportunities for law students to engage in new types of learning. Many of the participants were playing the role of disputant, experiencing some of the challenges and concerns their future clients might experience. Clinical mediation program students had an opportunity to play the role of a neutral in a simulated dispute. These neutrals were likely among the first students in any law school to apply technology to the dispute resolution process as relative newcomers to the field before they developed strong preferences for face-to-face interactions or biases against technology-facilitated interactions. The pilot project also used technology as a platform for co-learning and collaboration with students from other law schools in other time zones and countries. As instructors, we felt these experiments could apply quite broadly in the context of legal education, well beyond the topic of ODR.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE ODR SIMULATION

To this point, this article has outlined ODR’s development and its characteristics. In this section, we provide a description of the simulation that is the subject of this article. This description will explain the three distinct types of ODR that were included in the simulation. Some observations of the simulation’s results will also be included.

A. Simulation Overview

The simulation was inspired by the idea that students could gain insights and develop opinions about ODR by experiencing it through a series of simulated exercises. The 2015 Law Student ODR Project ran from early February to early March 2015. The project was a collaborative exercise involving three universities in two countries, two continents, and three time zones. The main objectives of the project were to:

- expose law students to ODR from the perspective of a disputant or client;
- expose clinical mediation students to a range of technology-based dispute resolution processes;
- demonstrate the potential for technology to support collaboration across vast distances;

and

81 Rule, supra note 59 at 6.
82 Rabinovich-Einy & Katsh, supra note 47 at 86.
• promote experiential education by giving students “hands-on” ODR experience paired with discussion and reflection.

The project involved the following participants: twenty clinical mediation program students and seventeen legal information technology students from Osgoode Hall Law School,\(^{83}\) part of York University, in Toronto, Canada; nine legal information technology students from the Faculty of Law at the University of Victoria\(^{84}\) in Victoria, Canada; nine law students from the University of Leicester in Leicester, England; two faculty members from the University of Leicester\(^{85}\) in Leicester, England; one faculty member from Osgoode Hall Law School in Toronto, Canada; two representatives from British Columbia’s first public tribunal to use ODR – the Property Assessment Appeal Board,\(^{86}\) located in Richmond, Canada; two public servants from the government of British Columbia,\(^{87}\) located in Victoria, Canada; and two more who served as “spares” who would step in and take the place of another disputant if necessary) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Participants by Location

The project centred around nineteen to twenty individual disputes, consisting of two role-playing parties and one facilitator/mediator for each.\(^ {88}\) Each disputant received fact patterns for their respective roles in the simulation, including confidential role-based instructions. Separate fact patterns were provided for disputes that students would attempt to resolve through blind-bid automated negotiation, text-based negotiation, and video mediation. Many participants would participate in the role of a disputant rather than
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83 See Osgoode Hall Law School, online: <http://www.osgoode.yorku.ca/>. Students in the Osgoode Law School’s Legal Information Technology Class were required to participate in the ODR simulation.
84 See Faculty of Law, University of Victoria, online: <http://www.uvic.ca/law/>. Students in the University of Victoria Law Faculty’s Legal Information Technology Class were required to participate in the ODR simulation.
85 See Leicester Law School, online: <http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/law>. Students from Leicester University were invited to participate, thanks in a large part to Pablo Cortes, who is a professor of that institution.
86 See Property Assessment Appeal Board, online: <http://www.assessmentappeal.bc.ca/>. Representatives from the Property Assessment Appeal Board volunteered to participate.
87 See British Columbia, online: <http://www2.gov.bc.ca/>. Representatives from the BC government volunteered to participate.
88 The number of disputes varied through the course of the project. For the third dispute resolution exercise, our records show we were tracking nineteen disputes.
as a lawyer acting on behalf of a client. To heighten the realism for students, we avoided creating disputant pairings of students from the same university.

Law students in Osgoode Hall Law School’s Mediation Intensive Program played a dual role as ODR administrators and neutrals or mediators. In the blind-bid phase, these clinical students played relatively passive administrative roles. Many of them became more involved as facilitators or mediators in the text-based negotiation phase. A third, video-conferencing phase would give them a chance to play online mediators. This inclusion of online mediation would give students a chance to experience mediation in a relatively convenient way from the place of their choosing at a mutually agreeable time. Aside from the technological aspect, it is likely that very few students – particularly those who do not engage in dedicated mediation training – would have a chance to participate directly in an alternative dispute resolution process of this type in law school.

In advance of the simulation start date, we met with Osgoode’s Mediation Intensive Program students for an overview and orientation session. We also provided them with a guide explaining their tasks in each phase of the simulation (Figure 2). A question-and-answer survey was also created that would be offered to students on the conclusion of the simulation. The survey was intended to collect feedback on the experience from the participants.

![INSTRUCTIONS FOR BLIND BIDDING](image)

Figure 2: Excerpt from ODR Simulation Instruction Guide for Neutrals
1. Blind-bid Automated Negotiation

The simulation began with a double blind-bid automated negotiation ODR simulation. The simplistic structure of this resolution process allowed role-playing claimants to make three rounds of “demands” and role-playing respondents to make three corresponding rounds of “offers.” To simulate the blind-bid processes used by platforms such as Cybersettle, neither party would see the amounts entered by the other side. Where an offer and a demand overlapped, the difference would be split and the dispute declared resolved. Clinical mediation students started the blind-bid process by sending e-mails to each party with dispute fact patterns and confidential instructions, along with an invitation to enter their offer or demand in the platform. In this case, customized versions of Google Forms were used to simulate the simulated blind-bid platform (Figure 3).

![Blind Bid Negotiation - Tina](image)

Figure 3: Screenshot of Claimant Blind-Bid Form for Simulated Claimant “Tina”

The figures entered by the role-playing disputants were exported automatically from the Google Forms into Google Sheets spreadsheets that were then manually evaluated by clinical mediation students to

---


90 See Google Forms, online: <https://www.google.ca/forms/about/>.
identify any settlements in each of the three bid or negotiation rounds. The earliest round to show an overlap of demands and offers would be accepted as a settlement once the difference was split. In our simulation, six out of the total nineteen cases settled through blind-bid ODR, while ten were unable to reach agreement. The remaining three groups failed to report their results.

Students commented favourably on the expediency of the blind-bid process. They felt it was an efficient way to resolve disputes focused exclusively on monetary issues. Anecdotally, some students expressed frustration about being unable to talk to the other party to explain their interests or the rationale for the value of their respective offers and demands. Not only did this ODR approach inhibit interpersonal communication and interaction, but it also eliminated it by design. Students were able to engage with this concept and experience it by participating in the simulation.

2. Text-based Negotiation

Participants then moved to a text-based negotiation simulation. Negotiations took place on individual, web-based discussion boards. Parties were encouraged to negotiate directly with one another, although the mediation students also participated intermittently in a neutral facilitation role. This form of text-based negotiation is relatively common in ODR processes, including platforms like Juripax and Modria. It is also similar to ODR processes currently used in Canada by Consumer Protection British Columbia and by the British Columbia Property Assessment Appeal Board. Again, clinical mediation students began the process by sending e-mails to each party with dispute fact patterns, confidential instructions, and an invitation to access the online discussion board to begin negotiating. This part of the simulation used a free platform called Quick Topic (Figure 4). We put no restrictions on our student neutrals with respect to the timing or degree of intervention. Informally, we encouraged neutrals to let parties negotiate without any facilitation at their discretion. In the spirit of self-directed learning through experimentation, we avoided actively restricting them from intervening and facilitating at any time as well.

91 Google Sheets, online: <https://www.google.ca/sheets/about/>. Actual ODR platforms would automate this step. In our simulation, we asked administrators to do it manually because we were not using a commercial off-the-shelf platform.
92 Informal discussions with students in the Legal Information Technology courses at the Osgoode Law School and the University of Victoria Faculty of Law who served as disputants.
93 See Juripax, online: <http://www.juripax.com/> (recently acquired by Modria).
94 See Modria, online: <http://modria.com/>.
96 See online: <http://www.assessmentappeal.bc.ca/SubmitAnAppeal/ODRMoreDetails.asp>.
97 See Quick Topic, online: <http://www.quicktopic.com/>.
In our simulation, eight of the nineteen cases settled through text-based negotiation, while three were unable to reach an agreement in the discussion forum. The remaining eight groups did not report their results. The students’ most common complaint about text-based negotiation related to difficulty maintaining momentum since parties responded at their leisure rather than fostering and maintaining momentum in their exchanges. Students also observed that longer periods of inactivity between communications often caused them to interpret the delay as an expression of frustration or negotiation tactics on the part of an opponent party, even when there may have been little basis making such inferences. As process designers, we recognized that this drawback could be mitigated by setting a time period within which parties would be required to engage in negotiations, similar to rules of procedure in arbitrations or court and tribunal processes.

3. Video Mediation

The final simulation exercise consisted of a video-based mediation. Most participants reportedly used Skype. Mediators facilitated a collaborative process between parties aimed at resolving disputes by
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98 This screenshot was captured from the 2016 simulation.

99 Seminar-style discussions facilitated by Darin Thompson with Osgoode Law School and University of Victoria Faculty of Law students in the Legal Information Technology courses between February and March 2015 in Toronto and Victoria, Canada.
agreement. Here again, there was a deliberate attempt to let the neutrals structure the actual ODR processes according to their preferences. As the process designers, we refrained from imposing detailed rules and requirements. In our simulation, five out of the nineteen cases settled through ODR by video conferencing, while twelve cases remained incomplete or unreported. The high numbers of incomplete disputes could result from the difficulty of scheduling a real-time interaction when all three participants were available, especially since the neutrals were in the North American eastern standard time zone, while disputants could be located in the Pacific standard time zone or in England on Greenwich mean time. In addition, some students reported that technical issues made video mediations difficult. Only two of the attempted nineteen cases were reported to have terminated without an agreement. Thus, the majority were just left incomplete. Anecdotally, the students who did participate as disputants in this process shared positive feedback about the facilitation guidance and the support provided by the students who served as their mediator neutrals.

4. Post-Project Activities

After the conclusion of the simulation, we worked with the administrators to collect statistics and communicate them to the participants through e-mail. We also created an infographic with information about the simulation that was posted on a blog post. This information was also shared through social media (Figure 5).
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100 Because of the time zone differences, we attempted to avoid pairing role-playing disputants from the west coast of North America with disputants in England, often using the Toronto students as a mid-point in terms of matching time zones.

101 “Law Student ODR Simulation” (18 April 2015), online: https://winklerinstitute.ca/law-student-odr-simulation/

102 See eg, “How #LegalIT & @Osgoode MC Students Used Tech to Collaborate & Resolve Disputes” (18 April 2015), online: <https://twitter.com/lawteched/status/589522546589966336>.
B. Observations an Insights Gained from the ODR Simulation

The 2015 Law Student ODR Project offered a collaborative, experiential learning opportunity for people who were generally strangers to one another and who spanned a geographical distance of 7,520 kilometres. The clinical mediation students in Toronto administered an activity that engaged students from British Columbia and England. The simulation also brought together people from three separate law schools, creating a rare type of cooperative experience in the law school curriculum (Figure 6).

While we found the settlement rates to be interesting, it was never our intent to make them the subject of the simulation or a focus of learning for students. Accordingly, they should not be relied on to suggest the efficacy of ODR as a resolution practice. We put little effort into creating fact patterns that would strike a balance between either easy or difficult disputes. At times, we deliberately provided limited information to participants about the process to encourage “learning by discovery.” Similarly, we did not provide extensive training or preparation in ODR for Osgoode’s Mediation Intensive Program students. Lastly, we refrained from pressuring student “disputants” to actually engage in the simulation in their individual dispute pairings. Accordingly, the non-participation rate was relatively high, especially for the video mediations.

The students uncovered a range of benefits and drawbacks associated with technology-facilitated resolution. Many participants recognized the simplicity inherent in the double blind-bid process in terms of efficiency and time savings as well as its challenges with respect to communication. Participants seemed generally positive about the asynchronous text-based negotiation but tended to characterize it as being slightly inferior to a real-time video supported by an active mediator, at least with respect to the richness and pace of communications.

At minimum, this collection of experiences for the students satisfied our broadest aims to expose students to ODR and to provide hands-on experience and a basis from which to form their opinions on technology and dispute resolution. As technology becomes a more common element in access-to-justice efforts, we hope these future lawyers will draw on their experiences as students to engage in a knowledgeable way. Similarly, we were satisfied that students had the chance to experience a dispute resolution process from the perspective of the affected party. We are confident that this hand-on learning
will enhance the perspective of the students and help them empathize with the interests and behaviours of their future clients, which could, in turn, enhance access to justice.

The pilot project’s clinical mediation student administrators learned that running an ODR simulation involves a lot of effort and that managing their disputants, even for basic things like participation or scheduling, can require considerable time and effort independent of the dispute itself. Alongside the student administrators, we discovered some vexing technical issues. Well into the simulation, we learned that none of the e-mails sent from Osgoode Hall Law School’s web domain were making it through to the Leicester University domain. After some frustrating one-way communication, we realized the messages were neither bouncing back nor being filtered into junk e-mail folders; they simply disappeared without notice to either the sender or the recipients. In an actual ODR process, this type of technical failure could lead to serious consequences, particularly if the process were bound by timelines or deadlines set out in the rules of procedure.

One area of the ODR simulation that brought some particular challenges was a lack of student participation. In some cases, students who volunteered to participate did not engage in a timely way. In other cases, students appeared to not participate at all. At least two of the groups of participants risked a minor deduction in their course grades for not participating. Students whose participation was completely voluntary had less incentive to participate in the simulation. One potential improvement in this area could involve the creation of more definite timelines and consequences for delay or non-participation in the ODR process. Steps could also be taken to remind students that in a digital environment they may not be as “anonymous” as they might think; our administrators could track a lack of activity with relative ease. Of course, some students claimed they were too busy to participate, even though we had attempted to limit the total participation time to approximately two to three hours overall for each participant and as little as thirty minutes for the blind-bid and text-based negotiation phases. Of course, these busy students were welcome to participate from any location, including their mobile phones.

From a general educational standpoint, we are satisfied that all of the participants were indeed able to gain some experience with ODR in their various roles as participants, mediators, or administrators. Instead of being a largely abstract topic of interest, ODR became something tangible through participation in experiential learning. We repeated the ODR simulation in 2016 with our Osgoode students and a range of new participants from Canada, England, and the United States. At the time of writing, the results of this simulation are still under analysis.

C. Reflections on the ODR Simulation in the Context of Legal Education

This simulation offered a chance for students to experience dispute resolution in an alternative dispute resolution process, which is significant considering that only 1–2 percent of civil cases filed with the courts will ultimately be resolved in a trial. If 98 percent of filed cases will resolve outside the courtroom, and many more will never enter the court system at all, why would we not take the opportunity to prepare students for the realities of practice? Moreover, it gave clinical mediation students a chance to
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103 At least one student admitted that he was unable to participate even though he had a full week off classes for reading week. Most of the simulation could be completed on a smartphone without the need for any real research or effort. Psychologically, it may have nevertheless carried the stigma of schoolwork and therefore apparently seemed burdensome.

practise mediation from a neutral’s perspective in a modern and innovative way. While ODR was the focus, exposure to new avenues for access to justice invariably became an underlying theme of the pilot project based on the simulation.

Rather than require students to read articles or texts about the benefits and drawbacks of a subject like ODR and then ask them to formulate positions based on the opinions of others, the simulation provided an opportunity for experiential learning in a controlled learning environment. By design, the simulation put both technology and dispute resolution under analysis. In terms of law school education, we were satisfied that the ODR simulation afforded students an opportunity to look to the future of legal practice and dispute resolution rather than focus predominantly on the past, as is so often the case in legal pedagogy. We take no issue with the study of precedents or a historically grounded approach to law and dispute resolution. Indeed, we completely understand its importance. We are, however, committed to the idea that we can prepare students for the future by occasional departures from the study of the past. In this regard, pilot projects like the ODR simulation should take their place as a complementary, rather than contradictory, component of legal education. Students must study our legal past. But they also deserve training that will empower them to shape our future.

For a host or reasons beyond the scope of this article, lawyers and other dispute resolution professionals continue to be slow to adopt technologies that have been exploited by other professions and industries. The simulation was a chance to encourage students to try basic technologies that are still in the early stages of adoption for law and dispute resolution. It could inspire our next generation of lawyers to look for potential innovations that are often easily within reach. Because it is this new generation who may hold the key to address some of our current challenges around affordability, access to justice, and justice system sustainability, it is imperative as educators that we put them in the best position to lead and succeed in tomorrow’s legal practice. Besides, if students do not have the chance to try potentially experimental approaches to justice and dispute resolution in university, when might they next have the chance to do so?

The requirement to collaborate with other law schools, across large distances, multiple time zones, and continents was consistent with the experimental and experiential thrusts of the pilot project focused on ODR. The simulation gave participants in multiple universities and jurisdictions an opportunity to interact, and, indeed, to learn, together. Clinical mediation students gained the chance to apply their skills in a cross-jurisdictional, international environment, enabled by modern technologies that many lawyers and other justice professionals have not yet adopted in practice.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

What directions could this exercise take in the future? As a starting point, we believe the ODR simulation, or a variation of it, is worth repeating. In terms of technology, the simulation could be improved by using dedicated ODR platforms to increase the realism for participants and to reduce the learning curve for administrators. This burden on administrators could also be shifted substantially onto a single person or role, letting the clinical mediation students who served as neutrals focus more on dispute resolution and less on the mechanics of the improvised technology. To boost participation levels, future experiments could benefit from clearer expectations for student participants. Consequences could also be set for non-participation. Rules of procedure could set out timelines, required actions, and consequences for non-compliance within each of the various ODR phases.

In terms of research, the ODR simulation could be formally evaluated, analyzed, or critiqued along with other forms of experiential legal education. Cross-disciplinary research opportunities could be explored in terms of the behaviour of students interacting through technology or the economics of decision making in processes like blind bidding. Some researchers might also see the potential for ethical
explorations and experiments around ODR or dispute resolution generally, using the virtual classroom as a laboratory environment. On a much broader level, further investigation and study into the benefits or drawbacks of collaboration between students in different law schools and different jurisdictions could be undertaken.

In the course of describing the ODR simulation, this article has also outlined the practice of ODR and has summarized some of its benefits and drawbacks. We have explained how this pilot project provided students with the opportunity to understand issues around technology and dispute resolution as well as access to justice. Our role as legal educators should be to prepare students for the legal field they will encounter rather than the one that used to exist. While it may seem unbelievable now, Richard Susskind’s suggestion in his 1996 book *The Future of Law* that e-mail would become the primary mode of communication between lawyers and clients was heralded as heresy.\(^{105}\) Times are changing. David Larson posits that the next generation

will not be asking how technology can enhance existing dispute resolution practices and models because they will be comfortable using technology to communicate, they instead will want to know what dispute resolution processes they can use in the virtual spaces where they live. They will be searching for dispute resolution processes to complement their technology, not technology to complement their dispute resolution models and practices.\(^{106}\)

ODR is one approach for using technology in a new, innovative way to resolve disputes and improve access to justice. In our pilot project, participants were invited to experience it in the course of their legal education on the way to becoming tomorrow’s lawyers.
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